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Garden wall lamp CIRCULO 1xE27

www.eko-light.com

SIGNS

bar code 5902693766414
Symbol ECO6641

LOGISTICS

base unit pcs
VAT 23%

+1

Width: 200mm

depth: 230mm

Height: 200mm

Power: 1xE27

Source of light: NO

Replaceable source of light: Yes

Dimmable: Yeah

Voltage: ~230V/ 50Hz

THREAD: E27

Ingress Protection (IP): IP44

Color: Black

Made of: Aluminum + plastic

netweight: 0.73 kg

gross weight: 0.93 kg

Width of packaging: 21

Depth of packaging: 21

Height of packaging: 24

Producer: Eco-Light

brand: Eco-Light

CHARACTERISTICS 

CIRCULO collection - a combination of minimalism and elegance

Garden lamps from the CIRCULO series are perfect as stylish and original outdoor lighting. Mobile spotlights can be mounted anywhere and enjoy a well-lit patio or terrace. The
lighting from the CIRCULO series will look great both as a single lamp and as a whole set. The garden collection includes: a wall lamp, a standing lamp, a hanging lamp and a table
lamp.

DESCRIPTION
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https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=01-szerokosc[200+mm]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=02-glebokosc[230+mm]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=03-wysokosc[200+mm]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=04-moc[1xe27]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=06-zrodlo-swiatla[nie]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=27-wymienne-zr-sw[yes]
https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=26-sciemnianie[no]
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https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=25-marka[eko-light]
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CIRCULO from the Polish manufacturer EKO-LIGHT, thanks to their unique design, will look good in a garden decorated in a classic or minimalist style. A characteristic feature of
the series is a round, milky lampshade and a black ring in the middle. The very simple construction of the lamps allows for quick and easy installation, without the need to use the
services of a professional. The dimensions of garden lighting for individual parts of the collection are: wall lamp 200 x 230 x 200 mm, standing lamp 470 x 200 x 2000 mm,
hanging lamp 200 x 200 x 500-900 mm (adjustable height), standing lamp 200 x 200 x 320 mm .

A refined garden collection from the Polish brand

The CIRCULO line is made of a combination of the highest quality materials: aluminum and plastic, while the degree of protection is IP44, which means that the lamp is resistant to
all kinds of weather conditions, such as rain or hail, and can be mounted outside.

All garden lamps: wall lamp, pendant lamp and table lamp have space for one standard bulb marked as E27, while the standing lamp has space for two bulbs. However, the light
source must be purchased separately.

Lighting from the EKO-LIGHT brand has been covered by a 24-month manufacturer's warranty.

The garden collection of CIRCULO lamps designed by the Polish brand EKO-LIGHT includes the following types of lighting:

- wall lamp with one light source EKO6641
- hanging lamp with one light source EKO6642
- standing lamp with two light sources EKO6644
- standing lamp with one light source EKO6643


